
HOW CAN A BUSINESS USE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TO INCREASE

SWITCHING COSTS AND LOCK IN

How could a business use information technology to increase switching costs and lock in its customers and suppliers?
How could a business integrate flexible .

Information technology helps an organization to become an agile competitor by supporting the mass
customization, offering individualized products while maintaining high volumes of production. Initially, both
the company and the customer are experiencing mutual benefits from the new system; however, as time goes
by the customers become dependent on using the platform. Asda need to ensure that the organisation receives
the information it requires and that Regardless of the industry, Michael Porters five forces will bring forward
your strengths and weakness. By bundling its highly profitable services with its first-class engines into one
integrated offer, Rolls Royce make it harder for airlines to switch to a competitor. Suppose you are a manager
being asked to develop e-business and e-commerce applications to gain a competitive advantage in an
important market for your company. Overall productivity of the organization depends upon the performance of
all the factors of business process including information technology. Place and nature of product is very
important to consider in order implementing best information technology to implement in order to get the
competitive advantage. Agile companies are so very dependent in internet technologies to integrate and
manage business processes, while providing the information processing power to treat masses of customers as
individuals. It is a very challenging world. But they could be used differently by different organizations as per
the nature of the business. Information technology can help a business form strategic alliances with its
customers, suppliers, and others as they are able to communicate, collaborate, and share information in ways
that were never before possible. There is nothing like one is important and another is less important. Business
process reengineering is about rethinking and radical redesign of business process to achieve dramatic
improvements in cost, quality, speed and service. It only takes a moment. Information Technology IT
professionals must understand how to use IT systems and technology to deliver a competitive advantage to the
organization. Management decides what to use, where to use and why to use so that everything happens
systematically in a process. Using the technology involved in BPR, an organization can achieve dramatic
improvements in areas such as cost, quality, speed and service. How did they do it? There are several brands
of iPods but apple is the synonym to it.


